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Wanted: Green Card 

 

My husband just left me after receiving his green card. Can you imagine realizing this after you have 

married a person thinking and preparing for a lifetime of memories?  

Immigration marriage fraud is creating a merging victim class. From the onset the marriage is not 

wrapped in love and the person who is a citizen of the stronger, leading country is the victim. Many ladies 

are taken advantage of in the name of love and the promise of a future together. In the book, Wanted: 

Green Card, Latoya Brown, shares an experimental approach to revealing what the inside of this world 

looks like.  

Online dating in general is high and many ladies are approached on social networks. The attention is 

poured on and the games begin as the man seems to mirror her every wish and seems to want 

everything she wants. Wanted: Green Card, the fake love is proclaimed on the internet and escalates 

quickly in to marriage, abandonment, then divorce. 

For more information on this topic, and to order the book, visit the blog: Wanted: Green Card. The blog 

shares another viewpoint of the story with reflections and memories of marrying a man from Africa whom 

was on the hunt for a green card.  
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Book Blurb: 

Marriage fraud is an international issue that is growing momentum. It can happen to anyone as everyone 

falls in love. Many hearts are broken as well as time, energy, and money. The women who fall for these 

romance scams set off to build a family unit while the man they have married has a green card mission. 

Take a journey through one woman's experiences of being married to an African man from Ghana who 

had an agenda to get to the U.S.A. 

This book uses an experimental presentation featuring what a relationship of romance scam looks like 

starting online. A proclamation of love follows quickly and it’s a whirlwind of emotions from there. Read 

along with chat conversations and emails of what it usually looks like; complete with courtship, 

abandonment, and divorce. 

 

 

 

 

About the Author: 

Latoya Brown is a serial entrepreneur, social media 

marketer, and world traveler.  Follow along with 

reflections of women who have been used, and are 

healing from a romance scam which lead to more, on the 

blog: Wanted: Green Card, on her online show, 

International Wives of African Men, or reach her at: 

latoyathegreat@gmail.com 
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